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ABSTRACT
Vann, Paula. Effects of Inclusion of Contemporary Artists/Artworks within the Core Knowledge
Curriculum to Increase Student Engagement. Unpublished Master of Art and Design, action
research project, University of Northern Colorado, 2017.

The classroom action research project was initiated when I observed in my classroom that
inclusion of contemporary artists and their work influenced student engagement in the creation
and completion of art assignments. Twelve fifth grade students participated in the study: six boys
and six girls. The students completed an expressive self-portrait using materials of their choice
after having been exposed to an art historical artist and four contemporary portrait artists. The
students completed a pre-unit survey and a post unit survey. In process artwork was
photographed to document engagement. Personal observation and a rubric were also used to
evaluate engagement. According to students, engagement and creativity increased due to two
factors; the inclusion of contemporary artists and freedom of choice in creating the self-portrait.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Classical versus Contemporary
Without realizing it, I received a classical education when I was growing up. There were
two factors that contributed to the nature of my studies. First, I spent years living in Italy where
art and art history are ubiquitous and second, as the daughter of an Air Force officer, the content
of all studies at a school on a military base was overseen by the Department of Defense where it
was decided what was taught and what wasn’t. It wasn’t until I was pursuing my second college
degree (in Photography) that I was exposed to and developed an awareness of contemporary art
making. My Italian mother still dismisses any art created after the Renaissance.
Even though I had studied the “masters” of art history, it was simply knowledge that I
possessed and not personally relevant to my life. After all, these artists were all dead and mostly
male. My first exposure to contemporary art revealed to me a world where the art was
flourishing as it had in the past. As a photography student, I studied photographers and their
work; men and women were exploring the world with their cameras and their work spoke to me
about my life and contemporary society. Suddenly, the boundaries imposed by my classical
education were destroyed and replaced with a sense of limitless potential. One of those artists I
connected with was Sally Mann and her body of work entitled Immediate Family. The idea that a
professional photographer chose her family as subject matter and had that work accepted as fine
art was a revelation to me.
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By locating her material in the lives of her own family, Mann belongs among the
confessional documentarians like Tina Barney and Larry Sultan. But the construction of
her photographs as fiction rather than fact, with a moody narrative linking the images,
puts her in a camp with Cindy Sherman and the post-modernists. (Woodward, 201, para.
45)
Sally Mann was a direct influence on the subject matter of my BFA Thesis concerning how the
changes in my home over the years had become a metaphor for the changes in my life. I found a
precedent for my work in the work of Nan Goldin and wrote “Nan Goldin’s early work began in
the 1970’s as a purely personal record of her life; she had no artistic intention” (Vann, 2011, p.
2). I began as a family documentarian and over time realized the value of the story being told in
these personal photographs.
I think I had always had a passion for photography. As a child, during one spring break, I
took all of our family photos which were stored in boxes, organized them and created
chronological photo albums. When I was young, I had a camera and took pictures that I stored in
personal scrapbooks, some of which I still have. When my children were born, I began to
document our lives and to study photography as an art form. Eventually, I received a Bachelor of
Fine Arts. I then realized that my childish organization of photos was creating a narrative. It was
only after organizing the photos that I realized that they were a narrative of the life I had lived
and was continuing to live.
Gradually I realized that art had transformed my life and I knew that I wanted to give this
gift to others. I received a teaching certificate and got my first job teaching middle and high
school in Denver Public Schools. There was no set curriculum so I decided to begin with Pop Art
in the 1950’s and progress forward. I wanted to reach my students and to have art be a
transformative power in their lives. The students were locked in a cycle of poverty that was
almost impossible to break out of. I thought art could be an outlet for them. What became
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evident to me was that my students found art and its study to be irrelevant to their lives; they
were engaged in a struggle to survive and anything extraneous to that struggle was disregarded.
My current employment is at a charter school in Highlands Ranch where the Core
Knowledge curriculum is taught. The school specializes in a classical education and the stated
goal is to create honorable leaders and lifelong learners. I immediately identified with the
classical education as it was so similar to my own upbringing. The Core Knowledge Sequence
was created by E. D Hirsch, Jr. in an effort to delineate the basic background knowledge every
American student should have in order to be culturally literate. The Sequence consists of
…the precise content that every child should learn in language arts and literature, history
and geography, mathematics, science, music, and the visual arts, the Core Knowledge
curriculum represents a first-of-its kind effort to identify the foundational knowledge
every child needs to reach these goals–and to teach it, grade-by-grade, year-by-year, in a
coherent, age-appropriate sequence. (Hirsch, 2016, p.1)
No artists or artworks after World War II are studied, except for Faith Ringgold; the artists that
are studied were chosen by E. D. Hirsch, Jr.
My first year teaching elementary art was spent trying to devise interesting art projects
involving the examination of art masterpieces that would still engage the hearts and minds of
children from age five to age eleven. While accomplishing this, I also needed to teach the
children about the elements of art and the principles of design. “The elements of art are
components or parts of a work that can be isolated and defined. They are the building blocks
used to create a work of art” (J. Paul Getty Trust, para. 1). As well, the children should be
exposed to various media and eventually allowed choice of media in their artmaking. The
principal at that time did not allow for deviation from the established curriculum.
What I began to notice was that some students would quickly determine what the
requirements of the assignment were and they would either copy the exemplar exactly or rush
through the design and creation of their project with a minimum of effort or care. The first
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change I made was to cease using an exemplar. The second change was to emphasize that
participation was fifty percent of their grade. My students were all heavily involved in after
school sports activities and they needed to know that art is not a 5K run; you don’t “win” if you
finish first. However, all these efforts were to force compliance on the part of the noncomplying
students. That was not the goal; my goal was to engage them so completely that they cared
enough to put forth their best effort. Easily seventy-five percent of my students did care to do
their best. I wanted to reach one hundred percent of my students. Brent and Marjorie Wilson
(2009) observed that children gradually stop drawing or visually expressing themselves as they
grow older. In their book, Teaching Children to Draw, they asked “Do twenty-first century
children still need the old-fashioned graphic means of recording the worlds they live in,
imagining the worlds they might live in and graphically fantasizing the worlds they could never
live in” (Wilson & Wilson, 2009, p. vi)? The answer is yes, drawing is an important
developmental tool that children use to make sense of their worlds (Wilson & Wilson, 2009). My
students may not become artists as adults but stifling their creativity as they age is a genuine loss.
The second year at my present school, I completed the Core Knowledge Curriculum
before the end of the school year for kindergarten, first grade, fourth grade, and fifth grade. The
school had a new principal and I thought this was my chance to introduce art by contemporary
artists. For fifth grade I designed a culminating project which involved examining the work of a
contemporary artist. As there were few female artists included in the Core Knowledge
curriculum, I chose a female, Elizabeth Murray, about whom I had been reading. The students
watched her interview as part of the ART21 series. The room was absolutely silent when she was
speaking. Afterward we discussed abstract art, symbolism, and self-expression. The assignment
was to paint with acrylic paint on a canvas board using an easel, a symbolic image which
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expressed some aspect of the student’s life. The students were required to create sketches and
test out colors on those sketches before beginning their paintings. There was a palpable feeling of
excitement in the classroom as they began the project.
Unfortunately, at the end of the school year, due to extra activities such as field day, field
trips, assemblies and guest speakers, art class often was missed. Fifth grade consists of 100
students and on Monday of the last week of school, 30 students had not completed their
paintings. After Field Day, the students were allowed an hour and a half to sign yearbooks. I
gave the list of students with incomplete projects to the fifth-grade teachers and said the students
could complete their paintings during the hour and a half after Field Day. All 30 students arrived
in the art room, put on their smocks, pulled out the easels and began painting. The students who
finished early stayed to help their classmates finish. This was the first art project that had a 100%
completion rate.
My students exhibited thorough involvement with their projects. The students who
usually come to me saying they are “done” in a few minutes, stayed at their tables actively
working on their sketches and paintings. Overheard conversations revolved around students
discussing each other’s work; problems encountered, solutions arrived at, and a determination to
produce a personally expressive work. “Generally speaking, the concept of ‘student engagement’
is predicated on the belief that learning improves when students are inquisitive, interested, or
inspired, and that learning tends to suffer when students are bored, dispassionate, disaffected, or
otherwise ‘disengaged’” (Abbott, 2014, p. 1).
The realization hit me that just as my classical education was simply an accumulation of
facts that I possessed, it was the same for my students. In order for their art projects to be
personally relevant, they needed to become acquainted with artists working today. We could
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look back into the past and learn from it but to be touched, changed, or influenced by art, we
needed to become acquainted with what is happening in the art world today:
Elementary school is not too early to introduce contemporary art; young students are
especially adept at learning by mimicry and embracing contemporary art practices,
including site-specific works. Elementary students are poised and capable to comprehend
and respond to contemporary art. (Thulson, 2013, p. 16)
My current principal supported the addition of contemporary artists to the Core Knowledge
curriculum and viewed this effort to increase student engagement with favor.
Background/Context
The school in question is a Douglas county charter school which was started over six
years ago. The student population was 1,239. The school comprised preschool, elementary,
middle and high school all in one building in Highlands Ranch.
The fifth grade consisted of 100 students aged ten or eleven. Fifth graders went to art
class for forty-five minutes two days in a row, every 8 school days. Individual lessons within the
unit covered two or three class periods. The fifth-grade Core Knowledge curriculum, which was
taught over the course of the school year, consisted of four main units: American Art of the 19th
century, Renaissance Art, the Art of Japan, and Civil War photography. While the students were
studying the Renaissance in art, they were also studying the Renaissance in history and English
classes; integrating art lessons with lessons in other academic areas was a foundational concept
in the Core Knowledge sequence. The purpose was to deepen a student’s understanding of how
all knowledge was interrelated. Even though subjects were taught separately, they were part of
the whole.
What I proposed to do is to conduct an action research project wherein I chose a unit
within the Core Knowledge curriculum for the fifth grade and included a contemporary artist.
Participating in this research gave the students an opportunity to deepen their understanding of
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how context (societal, personal, and cultural) has always informed art making. This greater
understanding and relevance to the students’ contemporary culture hopefully increased their
interest and desire to create and complete their personal art work.
Research Question
My research question was: Will including contemporary artists and artworks with the
Core Knowledge curriculum increase student engagement?
During the Renaissance unit, students viewed PowerPoint presentations about the
historical artists with appropriate historical information and contemporary artists working within
the same medium with video clips about the contemporary artists and their process. The
accompanying art process and project was examined through the use of pre-and post survey
questions and photographs of process and project to determine whether there was an increase in
student engagement.
Definition of terms:
Action Research- “A disciplined process of inquiry conducted by and for those taking the action.
The primary reason for engaging in action research is to assist the actor in improving or refining
his or her actions” (Sagor, 2011, p. 1). My goal was to improve my teaching practice to benefit
my students.
Contemporary Art- “the work of artists who are living in the twenty-first century. Contemporary
art mirrors contemporary culture and society, offering teachers, students, and general audiences a
rich resource through which to consider current ideas and rethink the familiar” (Art21, Inc. 20012016, p. 1).
Student engagement- “refers to the degree of attention, curiosity, interest, optimism, and passion
that students show when they are learning or being taught, which extends to the level of
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motivation they have to learn and progress in their education” (Abbott, 2014, p. 1). As a teacher,
I easily determined which of my students was engaged with a project and which was not.
Arts integration- “Art integration has been variously characterized as multidisciplinary,
interdisciplinary, or transdisciplinary” (Marshall, 2014, p. 106). Multidisciplinarity involved
association between the disciplines; interdisciplinarity referred to the disciplines remaining
separate but allowed for greater inter-relation between the disciplines. Transdisciplinarity
removed any barriers between the disciplines in order to create a new whole (Marshall, 2014).
A transdisciplinary field is characterized by these elements: (1) a coherent conceptual
framework, lens, or a meta-disciplinary perspective; (2) a critique of component
disciplines; (3) a distinct epistemology; and (4) an array of particular methods and
practices. (Marshall, 2014, p. 106)
In the case of the Core Knowledge curriculum, I believed the definition of arts integration that
applies was a mix of multidisciplinarity and transdisciplinarity.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
When introducing a new artist or unit in my classroom, students frequently asked “Is this
artist alive or dead?” With the exception of Faith Ringgold, who was studied in the third grade,
the answer invariably was “The artist is dead.” Why did students ask this? What changed if I
answered that the artist was alive? Would the students then respond with enthusiasm to the
discussion and ensuing project? Although the Core Knowledge curriculum was rich with art
history and art masterpieces, studying only the past could lead a student to believe that great art
was no longer being created.
Core Knowledge Curriculum and State Standards
The Core Knowledge curriculum for art encompassed approximately fifteen to twenty
artworks covered in each grade each year. These artworks were considered masterpieces and
essential for the creation of a culturally literate individual (Hirsch, 2016). Maria Leake (2014, p.
24), however, stated:
Contemporary art is about now! It’s about figuring out who we are, who we are
becoming, and how to live, know, and act. Just as our students are looking at the worlds
around them and wondering what their role might be, what events mean, or what
difference they can make, today’s artists are pondering the same questions through their
art.
Studying contemporary art provided a guideline for students to negotiate the complicated world
we live in.
The Colorado Department of Education’s (2015) fourth standard for the visual arts is
“Relate and connect to transfer.” An accompanying grade level expectation was that “Artists,
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viewers, and patrons respond to art from familiar and unfamiliar cultures” (Colorado Department
of Education, 2015, p. 25). The historical artworks studied in the Core Knowledge curriculum
comprised the unfamiliar culture for my students. Contemporary art comprised a student’s
familiar culture. In the article, “Ideas and Teaching: Making Meaning from Contemporary Art,”
Graeme Sullivan (2002) stated “The various conditions that shape how children learn art in the
elementary classroom are similar to the way different personal, social, and cultural factors
influence contemporary art practice” (p.28). He said that “what the contemporary artist and
elementary teacher have in common is to accept that the classroom setting, the children, and the
teacher are part of a creative coalition of ideas, intentions, and actions” (Sullivan, 2002, p. 23).
Art teachers work to instill a sense of enthusiasm for art in students so that the students can use
art to make meaning in their lives (Sullivan, 2002). In a sense the art classroom was a living
experiment wherein teachers’ plans constantly evolved in the quest to achieve understanding on
the students’ part.
Often children have stated that art is their favorite subject. Mostly this subject was
viewed as fun and a relief from the relentless pursuit of academic rigor that comprised all their
other classes. “There is no evidence to suggest that because students enjoy creating art, or even
talking about art, that they necessarily see art as important to their lives in the ‘real world’”
(Milbrandt, 2002, p. 317). In the past, art classes focused on creating a product to be displayed
and admired. Contemporary art generally has been less concerned with creating a beautiful
object and instead concerned with creating works of art with meaning (Milbrandt, 2002).
Teaching students to think about what they are created and how it related to their lives, socially,
personally, and culturally helped them understand who they were and what was important in
their lives (Milbrandt, 2002).
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The state standards, however, also addressed a need to understand art history and how
contemporary art developed because of or in spite of past movements (Milbrandt, 2002). A move
to a curriculum solely concerned with contemporary art was not completely achievable.
“Although the subject matter is not contemporary, lessons. . .can be appealing as deconstructing
popular visual culture if emphasis is placed on understanding the cultural contexts of the work”
(Kent, 2007, p. 43). When examining art history in context with a twenty first century eye, new
meaning can be understood. Being informed about the past and how it influenced the present
allows a student a greater possibility for understanding contemporary art, which can be difficult
to decipher without prior knowledge (Barrett, 2012). Therefore, the classical art education need
not be discontinued but continued in conjunction with a contemporary art education, which was
what I proposed to do. “One of the outcomes of art education is the development of students’
ability to understand art as a cultural artifact” (Eisner, 2002, p. 89). Art is a cultural artifact of the
past as well as the present.
Art History
By studying art history in conjunction with contemporary art; students saw that “History
helps us understand people and societies, how change happens and how our world came to be”
(Donahue & Drouin, 2014, p. 83). When studying history, we sought to understand what
happened, when did it happened and why did it happen; narrative, recollection, and determining
veracity were tools to use for this purpose (Donahue & Drouin, 2014). These tools can be used in
the elementary classroom to design art projects that enabled students to develop their own
understanding of history, how it influenced the present and how these same ideas were used to
understand the society they live in now.
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“Work in art is typically directed by an idea that is realized in the material and through
the form that the artist creates” (Eisner, 2002, p. 50). Every artist, since the beginning of time,
was been motivated by an idea. As an art teacher, it was my purpose to help children understand
that they also have something to say and to give them the tools with which to say it (Eisner,
2002). Art instruction in the past focused on technical mastery of the formal elements which
ignored the deeper meanings that are necessary to make art relevant to a student. Students copied
the art teacher’s work in order to get a good grade. Now, the art teacher is a guide who assists the
students in discerning and creating meaning. The artworks a student is exposed to should be
appropriate for their development; too much, too soon can intimidate a child and stop him or her
from progressing (Wilson & Wilson, 2009). This is why I introduced a contemporary artist with
historical artists to the fifth grade as their understanding was greater after having completed five
previous years of elementary school. They had also been taught the elements of art and principles
of design and were familiar with a variety of media and techniques for producing art.
Contemporary Art
Contemporary art can be classified as postmodern (Barrett, 2012). Postmodernism sought
to question previously accepted notions regarding “beautiful” art as being good. Some of the
qualities identified with this movement such as rejecting originality, appropriation, layering,
collapsing boundaries, mixing media, and using narrative and metaphor (to name a few) (Barrett,
2012) were already familiar to students through every day visual culture. This familiarity made
the art produced by this movement more accessible to students today. “Postmodern art raises
current issues and problems that are connected to students’ lives beyond school, making it
favorable content for the development of critical thinking skills through in depth discussions and
exploration of meaning in art” (Milbrandt, 2012, p. 318). The school’s vision was to create
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lifelong learners and honorable leaders (SkyView Academy, 2015). If children are taught
through the study of contemporary art to think critically about social issues, they can become
leaders of tomorrow because they will be informed, responsible citizens of a complex world.
“Many postmodern artists have rejected the modernist myth of the artist as a solitary hero
and have instead defined themselves in the context of society” (Milbrandt, 2012, p. 318). Often I
heard from students and parents alike, that they can’t “draw.” They had “no creativity or artistic
talent.” This was a fallacy; drawing was a skill that can be taught like any other and creativity
needed to be nurtured for it to remain alive. Students whose creative endeavors have been judged
harshly withered under the criticism and their imagination was stifled (Wilson & Wilson, 2009).
An essential part of their development was stopped. By incorporating a study of postmodern (or
contemporary) art within the Core Knowledge curriculum, I sought to dispel the idea that an
artistic genius was born as opposed to created with hard work. Dispelling the idea that to be
artistic, one must be born with talent would, theoretically, increase engagement within the art
room as students realized that they were capable of artistic endeavor.
Student Engagement
What did increased student engagement in the art classroom look like? “Engagement is
defined as evidence of three characteristics; students’ attraction to their own artwork, persistence
in work ‘despite challenges and obstacles,’ and ‘visible delight in accomplishing’ artwork”
(Levine, 2009, p. 13). When students completed an art project and they brought it to me to hand
in, I asked them if they were happy with what they did and if they were proud of themselves. The
motivation must be intrinsic (another indicator of engagement). Rebecca Sokol Levine (2009),
in an effort to increase the engagement of her middle school students devised a research question
“How can the use of art problems elicit middle school students’ engagement in art making? (p.
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13)? Ms. Levine’s (2009) requirements for her art problem were that it be open ended,
challenging, encourage originality, and have personal meaning. I intended to use this definition
of engagement while conducting my own research; our basic concern (to increase engagement)
was the same but our question was different. Due to the fact that Ms. Levine taught middle
school, she saw her students daily and this allowed for more in depth exploration of art problems
as opposed to the elementary art classroom, where a student attended art class for two forty-fiveminute class periods every eight school days.
Since I taught elementary school, with young students and a prescribed curriculum, I
didn’t feel that open ended art problems (such as the one Ms. Levine proposed) would be a
realistic goal. For this study, I used art projects that were structured with open-ended elements
(Thulson & Marshall, 2014). By examining new artworks, in conjunction with established art,
students can have changed “habitual ways of seeing” (Thulson & Marshall, 2014, p.163) and
learned to think differently about previously accepted ideas. With the introduction of new
content into this structured curriculum, I desired to help students explore new viewpoints, “to
take inspiration from the thinking and methods of contemporary art” (Thulson & Marshall, 2014,
p. 163). As I pointed out earlier, when quoting Eisner (2002), art is and always has been about
ideas so when I exposed students to the new ideas in postmodern, contemporary art, I didn’t
necessarily want them to appropriate the artists’ work (although it would be very postmodern to
do so) but to use their work as a spring board for the student’s own new thinking (Thulson &
Marshall, 2014). My goal was for this practice to extend beyond the classroom into their outside
everyday lives; for art thinking to transfer to other disciplines, whether in school or not. When
students are enthused about their own new ideas and the exploration thereof, the intrinsic
motivation that was necessary for engagement in the art classroom was present. This was why I
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believed that including contemporary art in the art classroom was essential for students today and
it was the reason I undertook this research project.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODS
Action Research Design
“Learning to teach is a lifelong endeavor” (May, 1993, p. 114). Daily, as I taught, I
examined my practice and adjusted to meet the needs of the students in my classroom. Carefully
crafted lesson plans might have been abandoned or changed depending on the current dynamic of
the classroom. Informally, research was conducted continually. In order to grow as an educator, I
analyzed my teaching practice and adjusted so that my students benefit. With this project, I
conducted a formal investigation of whether or not including contemporary artists within the
Core Knowledge curriculum increased student engagement in the art room. This formal action
research project differed from informal daily research in that it went beyond personal reflection
and encompassed the development of a question, collection and analysis of data, and the
formulation of a conclusion that influenced my teaching practice (Mettatal, 2015).
Scientific Method and Arts Based Research
I was taught the scientific method when I was in school. Experiments were conducted in
the science classroom only. We were seeking a clearly defined answer to our research question
that we could then apply to other similar situations. As time passed, traditional ideas about what
constituted research have been changed. “Assumptions that at one time went unexamined have
been made problematic as traditional conceptions of knowledge have been challenged and
methods for doing research have diversified” (Eisner, 2002, p. 210). Educational research,
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particularly in an art classroom, did not fall into the well-defined categories of the science
classroom.
I learned that quantitative data, reproduced in graphs and tables, was the only acceptable
evidence supporting our conclusions at the completion of an experiment. “As a result of the
uneasiness with the limits of numbers and statistics, qualitative research methods have emerged
as a legitimate way to study and understand the educational problems researchers care about”
(Eisner, 2002, p. 210). When studying the effects of a particular teaching practice within the art
classroom, it was my opinion that children and the art they produced as a result could not be
reduced to a number. Although numerical data was generated during the study and used to
analyze results, it was not the only type of data collected.
The laboratory in the science classroom was where we conducted carefully controlled
experiments. There was also a “belief that the aim of research is to discover true and objective
knowledge” (Eisner, 2002, p. 211). First, a child in a carefully, controlled classroom might not
be making art but simply producing an object in response to the teacher’s requirements. The
point of an art room was to encourage personal exploration and expression. While I applied the
results of my research to other students, I was not sure if the results could be generalized to all
elementary students.
My original aim was to improve my personal performance in my classroom as the
curriculum I taught was so specific. I was not sure that any knowledge I gained from adding
contemporary artists to the Core Knowledge curriculum, would be useful to anyone other than
other teachers at Core Knowledge charter schools. I have since realized that there are many
teachers who emphasized art history in their practice and who might benefit from knowing that
including contemporary artists did increase engagement.
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“If the agreed goal of research is the creation of new knowledge, then it should be agreed
that this can be achieved by following different yet complementary pathways” (Sullivan, 2006, p.
20). I used mainly qualitative research methods but some quantitative data was generated when I
tabulated student responses. My arts based research involved examining teaching methods in the
art classroom in order to influence student learning. By studying the self-portraits generated by
my students as a result of this project, I gained new knowledge about how to motivate and
encourage students in the art room.
Procedure
“Art and other disciplines are all areas of inquiry; every one of them does research and
constructs knowledge and understanding through that research” (Marshall & Donahue, 2014, p.
23). As an art teacher, I conducted classroom action research about my students’ art making and
engagement with their own art. Other “terms used somewhat interchangeably for this orientation
to inquiry besides action research are reflective teaching, teacher-as researcher, teaching as
inquiry, and critical praxis” (May, 1993, p. 115). Teachers, who are not reflective about
themselves in the classroom, stagnate; learning and growing was as essential for me as it was for
my students. Sometimes, an action research project didn’t involve changing teaching practice but
it sought to better understand a dynamic in the classroom (May, 1993). Since I taught at a Core
Knowledge charter school, my project involved changing teaching practice by adding
contemporary artists to a prescribed curriculum.
Classroom action research ranged from the informal daily observation and inquiry that I
mentioned above to a formally conducted project. In this case, I followed a procedure for
conducting this research; however, the action research could never take precedence over teaching
my students (Mettatal, 2015). Students and their learning were always my first priority. Reasons
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to conduct classroom action research vary but included a desire to be a more effective teacher
and to have a renewed sense of enthusiasm in teaching (Mettatal, 2015). This was particularly
important as I taught a prescribed curriculum that did not change from year to year. As a
lifelong learner, my desire to grow and improve as a teacher would be stifled. If including
contemporary artists increased engagement, then I would be tasked with adding a contemporary
art lens to a curriculum that encompassed twenty historic artworks for six grades.
Time Line
The first step in this process was to decide upon a question (Sagor, 2011). In this case,
before I began this study, I observed a noticeable increase in student engagement with a project
involving a contemporary artist. This led me to wonder if this increase in student engagement
would transfer to other projects within the Core Knowledge curriculum if I added contemporary
artists. My question needed to be “something under teacher control” (Mettatal, 2015, p. 3). What
I taught was under my control in the sense that my principal had given permission for the
contemporary artists to be added to the curriculum. “The problem should also be an area in
which you are willing to change” (Mettatal, 2015, p. 3). I was willing to change; student
engagement was essential to student learning.
My second step was to review current literature surrounding my question (Mettatal,
2015). The reading I did surrounding the use of contemporary art and artists in art teaching
practice supported my theory; the supporting authors were Terry Barrett, Maria Leake, Melody
Milbrandt, Graeme Sullivan, and Anne Thulson. Current education standards for art also
supported the inclusion of contemporary art in order to bridge the gap between the past and
present for students’ understanding and art-making. In the “Introduction to the Colorado Visual
Arts Standards” (2013) it says:
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Investigating the ideas and meanings in the work of artists, craftspeople, and designers
across time and culture, including present day, allows for the examination of ideas across
disciplines. Students make connections about concepts in art and design to history,
literature, religion, politics, science, mathematics, and other arts disciplines. An
examination of contemporary visual culture promotes critical analysis designed to help
students to learn how people are influenced through the mass media. (p. 1)
Studying art history was a valid endeavor but contemporary art practices reflect a student’s
visual culture, which engaged students’ minds because it was familiar.
Plan for Data Collection
Step three involved planning a research strategy (Mettatal, 2015). There was a great deal
of data to be gathered in the classroom on a daily basis. I needed to collect data in an organized
manner; data that was applicable to this research project and weed out unnecessary data (Sagor,
2011). I was concerned with the validity and reliability of my data. (Sagor, 2011) The question
of whether my data was valid involved the type of data collected. I used several validation
strategies such as member checking, close scrutiny of participants, and thick description to add to
data validity (Buffington, McKay, 2013). To determine reliability of my data, I used a
triangulation matrix (Sagor, 2011). Triangulation involves using more than one method of
collecting data in an experiment.
Table 1
Triangulation Matrix:
Research Question
What did we actually do?
What changes occurred
with our priority
achievement targets?
What was the relationship
between the actions taken
and changes in
performance on the
achievement targets?

(Sagor, 2011, p. 109)

Data Source 1

Data Source 2

Data Source 3
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After viewing a PowerPoint with contemporary artists, students were asked to complete a
pre-unit survey. This survey inquired about students’ acquaintance with contemporary art, if they
had been influenced by great artists of the past, if they liked learning about contemporary artists,
and if the contemporary artists would influence their work. This was the first data source.
Secondly, students made a list in their sketch books of important things/ideas in their lives. The
expressive self-portraits were begun and in process photographs were taken daily. Observations
about each research participant were recorded in a research journal each day. Attendance records
were maintained. Students were required to write an artist statement at the end of the project. A
post unit survey was completed which inquired if the students liked the living artists better, if
they enjoyed this project more than past projects, and if they were happy with their finished
image. Other data sources that I used were my lesson plans, my gradebook, member checking
and a ratings scale to measure engagement (see Table 2) (Sagor, 2011). This format is similar to
one I used for rubrics for art projects.
Table 2
Engagement Rubric
Low
Basic
The student
didn’t disrupt
and interfere
with other’s
learning.

Developing

The student
did some of
the assigned
work.
Worked
productively
for much of
the period.

1
(Sagor, 2011, p. 11)

2

The student
completed
most of the
assigned
work.
Worked
productively
for most of
the period.
3

Meeting
Expectations
The student
completed all
of the
assigned
work. Was on
task for the
entire class
period.
4

Productive

High

The student
was on task
for the entire
period,
completed all
the assigned
work, and
went beyond
expectations.
5

The student
was on task
the entire
period and
put forth a
maximum
effort.

6
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Description of Participants
The students that were picked for this project were picked randomly. I used two fifth
grade classes of children, ages 10-11. Fifth grade students were chosen as the appropriate grade
level for this research because the fifth-grade curriculum is the most advanced in the elementary
sequence and consequently examined advanced topics. In addition, fifth grade students possessed
significant technical skills after six years of art classes which gave them more choices in their art
making. Fifth grade students were also better able to make connections and articulate their
understanding of art to their lived experience. Six boys and six girls were selected by drawing
names randomly. Even though there were only 12 research participants, I chose to teach the
same lesson to the entire fifth grade class of one hundred students. I didn’t need a control group
which didn’t receive the changed curriculum (for comparison purposes) since all previous lesson
plans act as a control group because they haven’t included a contemporary artist (Eisner, 2002).
I already knew about student engagement for those projects due to personal observation in my
classroom for the past two years.
Plan for Data Analysis
After receiving Institutional Review Board approval (see Appendix A), I conducted the
classroom action research plan. I saw my students for 45 minutes for two days every eight to ten
school days, so I used the months of February, March, and the beginning of April to complete
gathering the data. I analyzed the data, “looking for findings with practical significance”
(Mettatal, 2015, p. 2). When analyzing the data, I answered three simple questions: 1) What did I
do? 2) What happened? and 3) What is the relationship between what I did and what happened
(Sagor, 2011)?
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At the end of the data analysis, I began to formulate a plan of action. Sometimes,
completing the research portion of the action research plan could lead to further questions
needing to be researched (Sagor, 2011). The plan of action that I chose to pursue would influence
my teaching from that point forward. If, as I suspect, including contemporary artists with the
Core Knowledge Curriculum did increase student engagement, then I had a big job in front of
me. I don’t know that I could match a contemporary artist with each historical artist studied but a
practical goal would be to include contemporary art and artists within each unit contained in the
curriculum for each year of elementary school that I taught.
Limitations
One of the limitations on this classroom action research plan that I foresaw is the fact that
this study only included one lesson (six class periods of 45 minutes each) in one grade with a
random sample of twelve students. From this study, I tried to generalize my conclusions to the
rest of my students. Additionally, even though I tried to limit personal bias, I was not sure that it
was possible to eradicate all biases. I have also known these students for three years, which may
limit my objectivity as the main researcher. Although, according to Buffington and McKay,
“Qualitative researchers seek to understand a situation or phenomenon in-depth, and because
knowledge generated is situated in a specific context, it does not claim to be value-free or
generalizable” (p. 40). I believed that my knowledge of these students made it easier to detect
any increase in engagement, which might be harder with research participants whose work habits
I was not be familiar with.
Conclusion
Findings from this study are documented in Chapter 4. The last step in this study was to
share these findings with peers. Plans for disseminating my findings included a presentation at
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the annual Colorado Art Educator’s Association conference and submission of work to the
Journal of the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Data Analysis
One bright February morning, my fifth-grade students viewed a PowerPoint presentation
at the beginning of their last project connected with the Renaissance unit in the Core Knowledge
sequence. The slides began with Albrecht Durer’s self-portrait and then showed four
contemporary artists who create portraits: Kehinde Wiley, Chuck Close, Cindy Sherman, and
Nikki Rosato. Their assignment was to create an expressive self-portrait, to reveal something
about themselves. There was a size requirement but otherwise, the students were given their
choice of media and orientation. The students involved in this research project completed the
pre-unit survey (see Appendix B). The next task was to write a list of 10 important themes in
their lives in their sketchbooks. The point was to begin thinking about what they might include in
their self-portraits. Students then began to draw, paint, and collage on a 9x12 canvas board. The
project took six class periods to complete from initial viewing of the PowerPoint to the artist
statement and critique. My estimated time to complete was four days. During the six days, the
students viewed YouTube clips of Kehinde Wiley talking about his paintings and Chuck Close
discussing his process.
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Figure 1
Pre-Unit Survey Responses

In the pre-unit survey, students were asked in Question one if they had ever seen art by a
contemporary artist or if they had ever been to a museum. Of the twelve students participating in
this project, nine had never been to an art museum and had never seen art by a contemporary
artist, to their knowledge. Question two asked whether students could relate to the historical art
we had been studying. Seven students said that they did not relate to the historical artists at all
and five said they could relate somewhat to the historical artists. The third question on this
survey asked if the students found the contemporary artists more interesting than Durer and why.
Every single child said yes and the main reasons were that the contemporary work was more
colorful, creative, and meaningful. The last question involved whether any of the contemporary
artists would influence them in the creation of their own expressive self-portrait. Five students
said yes; two students began with the grid system that Chuck Close uses and one student
incorporated maps in her image as Nikki Rosato did. The remainder of the students said they
preferred to be creative with their own style.
As I began my data analysis, I reviewed Sagor’s (2011) Resource B, at the end of the
Action Research Guidebook, which provided five rubrics for a quality action research project
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with categories from Basic to Strong. I reviewed these rubrics and used them as a guide for the
next steps for this plan; data analysis and action planning.
The first question on the pre-unit survey was intended to give me knowledge about the
students’ exposure to art outside of the classroom and to determine if they had any knowledge of
contemporary art. The answer was no. The purpose of the second question was self-evident-did
the students connect in any way to the historical artists we study? The answer was, as I
suspected, not really. The answers to the third question were not a surprise except that I had not
expected color to be a reason the contemporary art was more interesting. The last question was to
find out if students would copy what they saw or were inspired be more creative. Even the
students who were influenced by the contemporary artists they saw, ended up with creative selfportraits very different from where they started.
During the project, one student missed one day and one student missed two days due to
illness. The assignment began in February and concluded in April due to several factors: class
was missed due to a field trip, PARRC testing, a substitute due to my illness, and a shelter in
place drill.
Table 3
Time Line
Date
2/16/17 Class A
2/22/17 Class B
2/21/17 Class A
2/23/17 Class B
3/3/17 Class A
3/6/17 Class B
3/7/17 Class B

Activity
Viewed PowerPoint; completed pre-unit
survey; completed list in sketch book; began
drawing/collaging.
Drawing continued; beginning painting;
continuing collaging. View Chuck Close
video.
Backgrounds painted; collaging continues
Students complete lesson on how to draw a
realistic face. View Kehinde Wiley interview.
Backgrounds painted; drawing and collaging
continues. Students experimenting with
melting crayons, adding stickers and nontraditional media.
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3/16/17 and 3/17/17 Class A

3/28/17 Class B
4/5/17 Class A
4/10/17 Class B
4/6/17 Class A
4/11/17 Class B

Self-portraits nearing completion; beginning
to write artist statements
3 students still painting due to experimenting
with mixing paint; beginning artist statements
Paintings completed; artist statements written;
brief in class critique conducted.
Post unit surveys completed.
3 students changed their images; post unit
survey completed.

In the lists that the students created at the beginning of the project of important things in
their lives, there were some common themes. Seven students listed pets and sports. Six students
deemed friends to be important. Five students mentioned family and food. Four students wrote
that art, home, nature, and video games were important to them. Only two students felt that
school and religion were important. In general, students included at least two of their important
themes in their paintings.

# of students
8
6
4
2
0

# of students

Figure 2
Important Themes in Students’ Lives
In my research journal, on the first day I noted that there was excitement about this
project but some students were unsure how to proceed. I also noted that I wondered if the added
elements of choice of media, orientation, and style would increase student engagement and
possibly skew the results of this study. In addition, the students who participated in the study
were eager to participate and help me in my studies. Would their desire to help me increase
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engagement? I also wondered if the students who participated are students who enjoy art class
anyway and are already engaged.
The post unit survey (see Appendix C) asked if learning about contemporary artists held
students’ attention more than learning about historical artists. Nine students replied that they
found living artists and their work more compelling than historical artists. One student replied
that he preferred studying historical artists more because he likes learning about the past. Two
students liked learning about the present and the past. I noticed that gender did not seem to be a
significant factor in categorization of the answers. The second question on the survey asked
students to compare this project to other projects that were based on art history (for example,
learning about linear perspective during the Renaissance) and did either project increase their
enjoyment of art class? One student said her increased enjoyment was due to choice of media.
One student said her enjoyment was greater due to greater freedom of choice. One student stated
that his enjoyment was greater because he got to draw himself. One student just said it was more
fun. Two boys liked doing clay more. Two girls declared their enjoyment of art as a class no
matter what the subject or project. Two boys responded that they were happy with the
Renaissance and linear perspective. Two students just liked being creative. The last question
revolved around their happiness with the final project. Nine students were proud of their selfportraits and happy to share them with family and friends. Three students thought their projects
could have been better.
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Figure 3
Post Unit Survey Responses

The answers to the first question generally supported my premise that students would
relate to contemporary artists more. I don’t feel that the responses to the second question on the
survey represented what I observed over the course of several days. If I relied solely on the
responses to question two, my study would not have borne out my theory. Instead, it is my
opinion that what is represented by the in-progress photographs that I took as the projects took
shape, what students wrote in their artist statements, and what I wrote in my research journal are
far more indicative of engagement levels. The responses to the last question shows that most of
the students were pleased with their self-portraits, which I also find indicative of engagement
with the project. Regarding the three students who were unhappy with their artwork, I have
noticed that as elementary students age, they grow increasingly critical of their work. The reason
for this could be the basis of another action research project.
Throughout this process, I encouraged students to dig deep and put themselves into their
work. The students were aware that they would be writing an artist statement and participating in
a critique with fellow students. One student, DA, was busy melting red crayons on her image
over her head and part of one crayon melted on her face below her eye and looked like a tear.
(see Figure 4) I mentioned to her what it looked like to me and she took me aside to tell me that
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her father had shot her mother. She did write this in her artist statement. DA came daily after
school to work on her self-portrait and even brought her own supplies.

Figure 4 DA Completed Self-Portrait
Another student, ZB, has a mother who is from South Africa and this young lady is
concerned with race issues. She obscured her face with dark melted crayons because it doesn’t
matter what color she is. (see Figure 5) The flag of South Africa is part of the image.
Unfortunately, she was sick for two consecutive days and was unable to finish her project.

Figure 5 ZB Expressive Self-Portrait
Two boys, JW and LT, were impressed by Chuck Close and his grid method. The two
boys worked very hard for all six class periods and ultimately had to stop due to time constraints.
Their images are closer to traditional self-portraits. (see Figure 6) I would argue that their
engagement was 100% as they both came after school and during other specials rotations to
complete their portraits.
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Figure 6 JT (left) and JW (right) Completed Self-Portrait
The next five students, LG, RB, AN, ZM, and AM, have images that show the things that
they love and are important to them. (see Figure 7) These students remained true to their
sketchbook lists.

Figure 7 RB (top left), AN (middle left), AM (top right), ZM (bottom left) and LG (bottom right)
Completed Self-Portraits
Even though these images seem simpler in that the imagery is limited to interests and hobbies, I
saw LG spend an entire class period mixing just the right shade of light green for the background
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of his painting. I saw RB search through magazines for an entire class period to find an image of
his favorite sports figure. AM put a map in the silhouette of her head because of what she saw
Nikki Rosato do with her art.
This student’s artist statement says that she has no face because she is silent most of the
time. (see Figure 8) This is true; she rarely talks. She also is unhappy with this image. I find it to
be very revealing.

Figure 8 LH Completed Self-Portrait
The next image to see is by LM. (see Figure 9) He has not written an artist statement to
explain what the imagery means to him but he labored over each drawing and then precisely
painted each item.

Figure 9 LM Completed Self-Portrait
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The last image is by KC, (see Figure 10) a boy who is always well behaved in class. He
does every assignment to the best of his ability. In his artist statement and post unit survey, he
states that he is happy with his work and that it accurately represents him. The time he spent on
this image was less than the other students and there is significantly less detail. I would argue
that his engagement was not increased by this project. It was not decreased either. I believe it
remained the same.

Figure 10 KC Completed Self-Portrait
Validity
The final step in the process was member checking. Member checking is another method
of establishing validity as data and interpretations are confirmed with the research study
participants. At the beginning of the first class after the portraits were completed, I conducted an
in-class discussion with students asking first if the project had been more enjoyable. In Class A,
one student responded that the project had been more enjoyable. The other four students said no
that it had not been due to the length of the project. This was not related the inclusion of
contemporary artists or engagement. In Class B, all seven students expressed enjoyment of the
project. Secondly, I said that I had observed that students seemed to enjoy learning about and
listening to contemporary artists speak about their work and wondered if they agreed with that.
All research participants in both classes, except ZM, agreed with my observation. Lastly, I asked
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if freedom of choice in media, orientation, and style influenced their enjoyment and all research
participants except JW expressed satisfaction with the freedom.
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Figure 11
Member Checking

Conclusions
If I were to base my conclusion solely on students’ written responses to the post unit
survey, I would conclude that including contemporary artists with the Core Knowledge
curriculum did not necessarily increase engagement. Instead I based my conclusion on the notes
in my research journal that I took during the data collection period. I also looked at daily
documentation of the work I saw the student producing, and in process photographs taken when
class was over, to see students’ substantial involvement with their projects. Student artist
statements discussed what they did and how their portraits reflected their lives. An engagement
rubric (see Table 2, p. 20) that I used to evaluate students would show that they were “on task for
the entire period, completed all the assigned work and went beyond expectations” (Sagor, 2011,
p. 120) and three students “put forth a maximum effort” (Sagor, 2011, p. 120). The above, in
conjunction with member checking results, allowed me to conclude that for eleven out of twelve
students, engagement did increase from meeting expectations to productive or even high levels.
This was a school where the students were generally interested in getting a good grade to begin
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with. Most students did meet expectations every class period. The students were interested in
expressing themselves during this project; it wasn’t simply a matter of completing the
assignment to my expectations. I couldn’t however, state unequivocally that the increased
engagement was due solely to the introduction of contemporary artists; the inclusion of freedom
of choice was a factor to consider.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
Recommendations
When I thought back to my own awakening to the limitless potential of contemporary art
and how it gave me a voice, I knew that I wanted the opportunity to give that to my students as
well. Studying the past, spending time developing art skills, and learning about the building
blocks of design were necessary as a beginning. Those are the tools I use to express myself now.
This was true for my students as well. In the beginning, they needed to know how to draw, paint,
and build with clay. Once they mastered the how, they began to think about the why.
After watching fifth grade students work for six class periods to create a meaningful selfportrait, I knew that including contemporary artists did increase engagement with the research
participants. The elements of engagement (as defined in Chapter 1) that I observed were
attention to detail, curiosity regarding new media, a passion for completion, interest in learning
about new artists, and optimism regarding the success of the completed portrait.
During this project, I felt enthusiasm from all the students in the class, not just the
research participants. This was also reflected in their artist statements. One student wrote that he
had enjoyed this journey. I had students in my classroom before and after school so that projects
could be completed to the best of the students’ ability. There were constant questions and
requests for assistance. Class periods flew by and students groaned when I announced that it was
time to clean up.
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I will begin adding contemporary artists to one unit of the Core Knowledge curriculum
for each grade with the start of next year. A great place to look for artists to add is the seven
seasons of ART21 videos. Keeping up with contemporary art practices and artists will keep the
curriculum I teach fresh and interesting to me as well as the students.
Observation Limitation
I did worry about my ability to observe the research participants fully when I was so busy
with all 26 students. I resolved this issue by making notes during class as students were working
and writing again immediately as class was finished.
Enthusiasm Concern
Another worry was that enthusiasm would wane when there were interruptions to class
time such as testing, drills, and field trips. These interruptions were beyond my control. I
addition, the two fifth grade classes that I did not chose to use as a pool for research participants
were somewhat resentful that they weren’t chosen to participate in the study and they
communicated this to me. There are discipline problems in those classes and I did not want to
spend time dealing with discipline issues while attempting to accumulate data for my project.
Sample Size Concern
I sent out fifty-two permission slips to parents (for the two fifth grade classes involved in
the study). Eighteen permission slips were returned to me. I asked the students to sign permission
slips as well. Two students refused. The names of the remaining sixteen students were divided by
gender and the names of six girls and six boys were drawn out of a hat. I wonder if the small
sample size of possible participants influenced the study.
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Realistic versus Expressive
While I did teach the students to how to draw a face realistically, I didn’t require that
their portraits be realistic. Did freeing the students from the necessity of a perfect realistic
rendering also influence engagement? By the time students reach fifth grade, their confidence in
their drawing skills diminish. By allowing an expressive self-portrait, students could choose how
to portray themselves, realistically or otherwise.
Age Concerns
Will younger students, who don’t have the same skill level, be as passionate about their
art projects with contemporary artists included? Do they, instead, need to continue to focus on
skill building? While I don’t believe that these questions warrant an entirely new action research
project, there will be an element of the unknown as I pursue the addition of contemporary artists
to the curriculum of the younger grades.
Unexpected Benefit
An unexpected benefit of this project was that I got to know the research participants
better than I knew the other students. By following their projects closely, I developed a rapport
with them and at the end of the school year, I realized that I will genuinely miss them as they
progress to middle school. With 600 students, my capacity for personal involvement with
students is limited due to sheer volume but allowing students to express themselves through
projects like this assignment will still allow for a deeper understanding of my students’ and their
lives.
Possible Future Research
When I began teaching in Denver Public Schools, I offered choice to my high school and
middle school students. What I found was that the students wanted structure and direct
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instruction; they were unhappy with freedom of choice. After one year, I changed jobs and began
teaching elementary school. I began to structure lessons differently. Each lesson contained an art
history element, a skills element, and an art project. (Future lessons will include a contemporary
art lesson embedded within the art history.) Generally, art projects accompanying each lesson
contained some elements of choice. Structured art projects with open ended elements such as the
one I used for this action research, have worked well in my classroom.
Based on data I received during this research project, the question of how freedom of
choice influences student engagement in the art room could be the subject of further classroom
action research. What I had previously not considered is that freedom of choice in creating art is
inherent in contemporary art production. The fact that several students indicated that freedom of
choice in media and style increased their enjoyment of the assignment (which is an indicator of
increased engagement) was not incongruous with increased engagement due to the inclusion of
contemporary art. This leads me to believe that I probably need to reexamine choice as an
element of art production in my classroom in the future.
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Appendix A: IRB Application and Approval
Title: Effects of Inclusion of Contemporary Artists/Artworks within the Core Knowledge
Curriculum to Increase Student Engagement
Researcher: Paula Vann, Teacher/Researcher
A. Purpose
a. The purpose of this action research is to explore whether or not including
contemporary artists and artworks within the Core Knowledge curriculum will increase
student engagement with personal art making in the art room. Student engagement would
be defined as consistent participation in their project, not giving up when confronted by a
challenge and genuine happiness with the result of their hard work. The Core Knowledge
Sequence was created by E. D Hirsch Jr. in an effort to quantify the basic background
knowledge every American student should have in order to be culturally literate. The
Sequence consists of “the precise content that every child should learn in language arts
and literature, history and geography, mathematics, science, music, and the visual arts,
the Core Knowledge curriculum represents a first-of-its kind effort to identify the
foundational knowledge every child needs to reach these goals–and to teach it, grade-bygrade, year-by-year, in a coherent, age-appropriate sequence.” (Core Knowledge
Foundation, 2016) No artists or artworks after World War II are studied, except for Faith
Ringgold. While it is important for children to possess background knowledge of art
masterpieces, I hypothesize that including an age appropriate contemporary artist with the
Core Knowledge artists will increase student engagement with assigned art projects in the
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classroom. One of the Colorado Department of Education state standards for visual arts
is “Relate and Connect to Transfer.” A grade level expectation for this standard is that
“Artists, viewers, and patrons respond to art from familiar and unfamiliar cultures.” My
interpretation of this standard and grade level expectation is that contemporary artists
comprise a student’s familiar culture and therefore should be examined in the art
classroom. It is my theory that including contemporary artists will inspire students to
engage more fully with the curriculum presented as they bridge the gap between the past
and the present.
b. The subjects are of elementary school age. The research will present no more than a
minimal risk to human participants and will only involve the use of written questions on
student surveys. The research will be conducted in an established educational setting
involving normal educational practices with Paula Vann as the teacher/researcher.
This application is for an Expedited Review Procedure.
B. Methods
a. Participants
i. The sample will be taken from SkyView Academy in Highlands Ranch,
Colorado in Douglas County. The name of the school will not be included in the
research; instead a pseudonym will be used to reference the school. Only the
researcher will have access to the name of the school in relation to its pseudonym.
ii. The sample will derive from two fifth grade classes of 25 students taught by the
teacher as researcher. Fifth grade students have been chosen as the appropriate
grade level for this research because the fifth grade curriculum is the most
advanced in the elementary sequence and consequently examines advanced
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topics. In addition, the fifth-grade students possess significant technical skills
after six years of art classes which will give them more choices in their art
making. Fifth grade students are also better able to make connections and
articulate their understanding of art to their lived experience. Participating in this
research will give the students an opportunity to deepen their understanding of
how context (societal, personal, and cultural) has always informed art making.
This greater understanding and relevance to the students’ contemporary culture
will hopefully increase their interest and desire to create and complete their
personal art work.
Consent and Assent forms will be sent out to the two fifth grade classes. Only
students who return signed consent and assent forms (which are included as
attachments to this application) will be considered for the population from which
to randomly select 6 boys and 6 girls for a total of 12 participants. Random
selection will be conducted by drawing names out of a hat.
iii. Subjects will be notified that their participation in the research will not affect
their evaluation or grade for the class.
iv. Subjects will be identified in the research using pseudonyms; their real names
will not be used. Only the researcher will have access to subjects’ real names in
relation to their pseudonyms.
b. Data Collection Procedures
i. If students are interested in participating, they will be asked to take the consent
and assent forms home to discuss with their parents or guardians.
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ii. Subjects will respond to pre-and post-unit survey questions in written form as
the unit begins in art class and immediately after the unit has ended. The survey
questions will be answered during regular time in art class. Students who do not
choose to participate will be given an enrichment activity relevant to the
assignment.
iii. These Survey Questions will be accompanied by visual examples of
contemporary artists to assist students in understanding the questions. The PreUnit Survey questions are included in Appendix A. The Post Unit Survey
questions are included in Appendix B.
iv. Artifacts to be collected include photographs of student artwork completed
during the unit which includes a contemporary artist.
c. Data Analysis Procedures
i. Photographs will be taken of student artwork throughout the unit. The
photographs will be considered evidence of student engagement and will be
destroyed with other data 3 years after completion of research.
ii. Similarities and difference in responses will be examined for each subject
across all surveys to identify themes, trends, growth of ideas, changes in thinking
or behavior, and unexpected findings.
1. Responses will be examined in comparison to other subjects’ responses
from the pre-and post survey.
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2. All findings will be represented graphically when possible and
qualitatively described in depth when graphic representation does not
make sense for data analysis.
iii. The research question will be addressed primarily by looking at the students’
artwork, answers from pre-and post questions and student self-assessment from
their final work. The analysis will provide the basis for drawing conclusions from
the research.
d. Data Handling Procedures
i. Data will be stored on the researcher’s personal laptop. Only the researcher will
have access to the data. Data will be kept in a locked cabinet at the researcher’s
home for the duration of the research. Consent and assent forms will be retained
by the Research Advisor, Dr. Connie Stewart, for a period of three years.
ii. Subjects will be identified by pseudonyms; their real names will not be used.
iii. Only the researcher will have access to subjects’ real names in relation to their
pseudonyms.
iv. Data will be used for approximately 1 year after the completion of the
research.
v. Data will be destroyed (deleted permanently) approximately 2 years after the
completion of the research.
vi. To protect subjects who are of elementary school age, data will not be released
in any form other than research publication and the processes involved in research
publication. I will present my findings to art education graduate classes at the
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University of Northern Colorado as well as at the annual Colorado Art Educator’s
Conference. Only I and my research adviser will have access to the actual data.
C. Risks, Discomforts, Benefits
a. The risks inherent in this study are no greater than those normally encountered during
regular classroom participation. These are regular classroom activities that all students
will be participating in whether or not they participate in the study.
b. Discomfort may occur if subjects are unsure how to answer a survey question, but
subjects will be reminded before each survey that there are no right or wrong answers to
any of the questions.
c. It is possible that participants will benefit directly from their participation by gaining
knowledge or skills.
i. Subjects could potentially have positive changes in their behavior with regard to
art classroom participation and art making after having the opportunity to reflect
on their practices and analyzing their own art work.
D. Costs and Compensation
a. There will be a possible loss of instruction time, approximately one class period (45
minutes) spread out across the course of the study (2-3 weeks).
E. Grant Information (if applicable)
a. This study will not be funded by a grant.
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January 20, 2017
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Paula Vann, BS, BFA
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Northern Colorado (UNCO) IRB has APPROVED your submission. All research must be conducted in
accordance with this approved submission.
This submission has received Expedited Review based on applicable federal regulations.
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Appendix B: Pre-Unit Survey
Please answer the following questions and explain your answers:

1. Have you seen art in a museum that was made by someone who is alive today? If yes, did you like it
and why?

2. Think about the art we look at in class which is made by artist in the past. These artists were thinking
about themselves and the world they lived in. Do you think the issues these artists were thinking about
relate to you in your daily life in any way?

3. Think about the artists we just saw in the PowerPoint (Cindy Sherman, Chuck Close, Nikki Rosato, and
Kehinde Wiley) that are making portraits today. Did you find their pictures more interesting than the
self-portrait of Albrecht Durer?

4. Do any of the modern artworks make you think about how you will create your own self-portrait as
opposed to the self-portrait of Albrecht Durer?
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Appendix C: Post Unit Survey
Please answer the following questions and explain your answers:

1. Did learning about living artists and their artwork hold your attention more than studying great artists
of the past?

2. Compare the art project you just finished to other lessons we have covered in our study of the
Renaissance, for example, linear perspective. Which did you enjoy more? Did either of them increase
your enjoyment of art class?

3. Are you happy with the art project you finished?
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